Abstract-Personal communication service (PCS) networks offer mobile users multimedia applications with different quality-ofservice (QoS) and bandwidth requirements. This paper proposes a distributed call admission algorithm to provide QoS guarantees for multimedia traffic carried in a heterogeneous PCS network, where the parameters (e.g., number of channels, new and hand-off call arrival rates) of cells can be varied. The algorithm is based on the moveable boundary scheme that dynamically adjusts the number of channels for different types of traffic. With the moveable boundary scheme, the bandwidth can be utilized efficiently while satisfying the QoS requirements for different types of traffic. In addition, by taking the effect of hand-off traffic into account, we develop an analytical model for the network using the proposed algorithm. Using our model, the impact of hot-spot traffic caused by hand-offs can be effectively analyzed. The analytical model is validated by simulation.
INTRODUCTION
I N personal communication service (PCS) [1] , [2] , [3] networks, the service area is divided into cells and users communicate via wireless links to base stations in the cells. PCS networks are expected to support multimedia applications such as voice, data, and images, etc., with different quality-of-service (QoS) and bandwidth requirements. The bandwidth in a PCS network is not only expensive but inherently limited. Thus, it is essential to design PCS networks that furnish effective and dynamic allocation of the bandwidth to satisfy different service demands. In integrated voice/data PCS networks, several proposed bandwidth allocation schemes [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] attempt to achieve improved bandwidth utilization while providing QoS guarantees with respect to voice-call blocking probability, data loss probability, and mean data delay. Generally, these schemes are based on a moveable boundary strategy with or without reservation for voice or data traffic. Although these schemes were evaluated extensively, the effect of hand-off traffic [1] , [2] , [3] , [8] due to the movement of portables was not taken into account.
As a portable moves from one cell to another during a call, a hand-off to the new cell is required to maintain acceptable service quality. When the cell size of a PCS network is relatively small [1] , [2] , [3] , the hand-off traffic has an important effect on the network performance. In addition, if no channel is available in the new cell, the handoff call is blocked. Due to a hand-off blocking, an ongoing call is forcefully terminated. However, from the point of view of mobile users, forced termination of an ongoing call is less desirable than blocking a new call. As a result, it needs to design an efficient call handling scheme in a base station to reduce the hand-off blocking probability (or the forced termination probability) for different classes of traffic in addition to allocating bandwidth efficiently.
The problem of call handling has received considerable attention in the literature [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] . In [9] , [10] , [11] , a fixed number of channels at each base station are reserved for hand-off calls. Generally, these schemes are based on cutoff priority, with or without a buffer for new or hand-off calls, and do not adapt to changes in the hand-off traffic. Unlike [9] , [10] , [11] , Yu and Leung [12] proposed a dynamic guard channel scheme which adapts the number of guard channels in each base station according to the estimate of the hand-off call arrival rate. Similarly, by taking the effect of hand-offs into account, Naghshineh and Schwartz [13] proposed a distributed call admission methodology to limit the hand-off blocking probability. In [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , only a single traffic class was considered. Yang and Geraniotis [14] derived admission control policies for integrated voice/ data traffic in packet radio networks. They did not consider the changes in the network loading conditions. Unlike [14] , Naghshineh and Acampora [15] introduced an adaptive call admission mechanism in which the admission threshold for different classes of traffic is updated periodically to adapt to changing traffic conditions. Similarly, Oliveira et al. [16] proposed an adaptive bandwidth reservation scheme which adjusts the amount of reserved bandwidth based on the current network loading conditions. All of these works [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] assumed a homogeneous PCS network where all cells have the same number of channels and experience the same new and hand-off call arrival rates. Therefore, the impact of hot-spot traffic caused by hand-offs cannot be effectively analyzed.
This paper proposes a distributed call admission algorithm for a heterogeneous PCS network, in which the parameters (e.g., number of channels, new and hand-off call arrival rates) of cells can be varied, supporting two types of traffic: real-time (RT) and non-real-time (NRT). The algorithm is based on the moveable boundary scheme that dynamically adjusts the number of channels for RT and NRT traffic. In addition, by taking the effect of hand-off traffic into account, we develop an analytical model for the network using the proposed algorithm.
With the moveable boundary scheme, the available bandwidth (i.e., radio channels) of each cell is partitioned into three classes, namely, designated RT channels, designated NRT channels, and shared channels. Designated RT and NRT channels are dedicated for RT and NRT transmissions, respectively. The shared channels can be used by either type of traffic. The boundary between classes is dynamically moved such that the bandwidth can be utilized efficiently while satisfying the QoS requirements for both types of traffic.
As mentioned above, previous call handling studies [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] assumed a homogeneous PCS network where all cells have the same number of channels and experience the same new and hand-off call arrival rates. Our model accommodates the heterogeneity of a PCS network by relaxing the restrictions in those previously proposed models. With our model, the parameters (e.g., number of channels, new and hand-off call arrival rates) of cells can be varied and, hence, the impact of hot-spot traffic caused by hand-offs can be effectively analyzed. In addition, an iterative algorithm based on our model is proposed to determine the hand-off traffic and compute the network performance. Simulation experiments are conducted to validate the accuracy of the analytical model.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the call admission algorithm for a heterogeneous PCS network and presents the analytical model for the network using this algorithm. In Section 3, extensive performance results are presented. In addition, the accuracy of analytical results is confirmed by simulation results. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper.
CALL ADMISSION CONTROL
We consider the call admission control problem for an integrated services PCS network where the mobile users move along an arbitrary topology of M cells according to the routing probability r ij (from cell i to cell j). For each cell k, the base station architecture is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
There are three types of traffic channels. Designated RT and NRT channels are dedicated for RT and NRT traffic transmissions, respectively. The shared channels can be used by either type of traffic. RT traffic is blocked if legitimate channels are all in use upon its arrival. On the contrary, NRT traffic would be queued in a buffer should legitimate channels be busy. The task of the admission controller is to accept or reject newly arriving calls so as to maintain the desired QoS of existing calls. The call acceptance decisions are based on the following rules:
. A newly arriving RT call is accepted if the number of existing RT calls is less than the number of channels designated for RT traffic. . When the number of existing RT calls is greater than or equal to the number of channels designated for RT traffic, a newly arriving RT call is accepted if the channel occupancy is smaller than a predetermined threshold. . A newly arriving NRT call is accepted if the buffer occupancy is smaller than a predetermined threshold. . Hand-off RT calls are accepted as long as the legitimate channels are available. . Hand-off NRT calls are accepted as long as the buffer is not full. Consequently, the call admission algorithm we propose here has the following core ideas. First, the call admission decisions are made by every base station in a distributed manner. Second, based on the current network loading conditions, each traffic class is allocated a designated capacity such that a certain QoS is guaranteed to each class. Third, traffic classes that are using greater than their designated allocations are regulated by the admission controller such that the QoS desired by existing calls is maintained. The admission threshold for different classes of traffic is determined based on the total offered load (new plus hand-off arrivals), the number of channels, the designated capacity, the channel occupancy time distribution, the buffer size, and the QoS constraints. Note that, in order to adapt to changing traffic conditions, the designated capacity and the admission threshold for different classes of traffic are recalculated periodically.
The Model
In this section, we propose a model to evaluate the network performance in terms of new-call and hand-off blocking probabilities for both classes of traffic and average waiting , respectively. Although the cell residence times are typically nonexponential in a particular mobile system, the analysis based on the simplified exponential assumption has been widely used [1] , [3] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [13] , [15] , [17] and does provide useful mean value information for the output measures.
For each cell k, the base station architecture (see Fig. 1 ) is modelled by a continuous-time model with heterogeneous arrivals (RT and NRT), multiple designated channels (RT, NRT, and shared channels), and finite buffer . Starting with a guess of hand-off rates ! NRT ðkÞ will be determined by an iterative algorithm (to be elaborated later). Moreover, the channel occupancy times for RT and NRT traffic are assumed to have exponential distribution with means
respectively. Each base station k has finite buffer size b k . Let c k be the total number of channels in cell k and m k and n k be the number of channels designated for RT and NRT traffic, respectively. Thus, there are c k À m k À n k shared channels that can be used by either type of traffic. All channels are employed in a First-Come First-Serve manner.
The Analysis
The queuing model shown in 
The state (i; j) changes to (i þ 1; j) with rate ! 1 ðkÞ if the legitimate RT channels are available (i.e., i < m k or i þ j < c k ), to (i; j þ 1) with rate ! 2 ðkÞ if the NRT buffer is not full (i.e.,
When one of the channels occupied by i RT calls is released (with rate i" 1 ), the state (i; j) changes to (i À 1; j). Two processes will contribute to the transition from (i; j) to (i; j À 1). They are the release of channels occupied by NRT calls and the hand-off departure of queued NRT calls. If i < m k , j c k À m k or i ! m k , j c k À i (i.e., no queued NRT calls), the transition from (i; j) to (i; j À 1) occurs with rate j" 2 . When i < m k , j > c k À m k and i ! m k , j > c k À i, the state (i; j) changes to (i; j À 1) with rates ðc k À m k Þ" 2 þ ðj À ðc k À m k ÞÞ NRT and ðc k À iÞ" 2 þ ðj À ðc k À iÞÞ NRT , respectively. Fig. 2 shows an example for c k ¼ 6, m k ¼ 2, n k ¼ 1, and b k ¼ 3.
Let p k ij be the steady state probability that simultaneously there are i RT and j NRT calls in cell k. Let p 
Case 2. If the number of existing RT calls in cell k is equal to m k , i.e., i ¼ m k , then:
Case 3. If the number of existing RT calls in cell k exceeds m k but is less than the total number of channels eligible for RT traffic, i.e., m k þ 1 i c k À n k À 1, then:
Case 4. If the number of existing RT calls in cell k is equal to c k À n k , i.e., i ¼ c k À n k , then:
The steady state probabilities satisfy the normalization condition
and can be solved by using an iterative method called successive overrelaxation [18] . For each state (i; j), let 1 ði; jÞ and 2 ði; jÞ denote the arrival rates for RT and NRT traffic, respectively, and 1 ði; jÞ and 2 ði; jÞ denote the departure rates for RT and NRT traffic, respectively. Equations (1)- (4) can be rewritten as:
Thus, Consider the new-call and hand-off blocking probabilities and the hand-off arrival rate for RT traffic in cell k. Let T k RT be the admission threshold of RT traffic in cell k. A new RT call is accepted if the number of existing RT calls is less than m k . However, when the number of existing RT calls is greater than or equal to m k , a new RT call is accepted only when the channel occupancy is smaller than T k RT . Therefore, the new-call blocking probability of RT traffic, P RT NB ðkÞ, is given by:
A hand-off RT call is accepted if the legitimate channels are available. Thus, the hand-off blocking probability of RT traffic, P RT HB ðkÞ, is given by:
Since the probability that an accepted RT call will attempt to hand off is RT "RT þRT , the rate of the hand-off RT calls moving out of cell j is given by:
As mentioned earlier, the mobile users move along an arbitrary topology of M cells according to the routing probability r jk (from cell j to cell k). Using (8), the rate of hand-off RT calls moving into cell k, ! h RT ðkÞ, can thus be expressed as:
As a result, after the new-call and hand-off blocking probabilities in each cell j (j 6 ¼ k) are determined, ! h RT ðkÞ can be calculated using (9) .
We now consider the new-call and hand-off blocking probabilities, the hand-off arrival rate, and the average waiting time for NRT traffic in cell k. Let T k NRT be the admission threshold of NRT traffic in cell k. Based on the admission rules, a new NRT call is rejected if the buffer occupancy is T k NRT or greater than T k NRT . Therefore, the newcall blocking probability of NRT traffic, P NRT NB ðkÞ, is given by:
A hand-off NRT call is blocked only when the buffer is full. Hence, the hand-off blocking probability of NRT traffic, P NRT HB ðkÞ, can be expressed as:
Following the same reasoning for the hand-off RT calls, the rate of hand-off NRT calls moving into cell k is related to P NRT NB ðjÞ and P NRT HB ðjÞ (j 6 ¼ k) by:
The average number of queued NRT calls in cell k is given by:
By applying Little's Formula [19] , we obtain the average waiting time of NRT traffic, W NRT ðkÞ, as: (10), (11), and (12), respectively.
The Iterative Algorithm
In this section, we propose an iterative algorithm to compute the new-call and hand-off blocking probabilities for both classes of traffic and the average waiting time for NRT traffic in cell k using the equations derived in Section 2.2. Recall that the hand-off blocking probabilities (P NRT ðkÞ) for RT and NRT traffic can then be calculated by using (9) and (12), respectively. To obtain the convergent values of ! h RT ðkÞ and ! h NRT ðkÞ, we follow an iterative technique proposed in [1] .
Assume that there are M cells in the mobile system, and a mobile user moves from cell i to cell j with the routing probability r ij . The iterative algorithm is shown as follows: Begin {Iterative Algorithm} Compute P RT NB ðkÞ using Equation (6); Compute P RT HB ðkÞ using Equation (7); Compute P NRT NB ðkÞ using Equation (10); Compute P NRT HB ðkÞ using Equation (11); Compute W NRT ðkÞ using Equation (13) For all cases studied in this paper, the above iterative procedure converges. Moreover, we observe that the number of iterations required for homogeneous networks is smaller than heterogeneous networks, but the difference is not significant. The convergence of the iterative procedure can be proven using the fixed point theorem. Due to the lack of space, we will not provide the proof in this paper. For a detailed discussion of the proof, readers are referred to [20] .
NUMERICAL RESULTS
To verify the accuracy of the analysis, we carried out an event-driven simulation. In the simulation, we considered a one-dimensional cellular system [8] , [13] , [21] which consists of six cells arranged as a ring. We assumed that the mobile users move along the ring according to the routing matrix: In addition, for ease of illustrating the effects of hot-spot traffic caused by users' movements, we assumed that: , where the handoff call arrival rate is much larger than the network average, and the cold cell (e.g., cell 0), where the hand-off call arrival rate is much smaller than the network average. It is observed that the network performance of hot cells is significantly impaired by hot-spot traffic. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 plot the network performance for cold cell and hot cell, respectively, as a function of the mobility of RT and NRT portables ( RT =" RT and NRT =" NRT , respectively), where " NRT =" RT ¼ 500, & RT ¼ 2, and & NRT ¼ 5. From Fig. 4 , we observe that the new-call and hand-off blocking probabilities of both classes of traffic and the average waiting time of NRT traffic decrease as the mobility of RT or NRT portables increases. In the cold cell, as RT (hand-off rate of RT portable) or NRT (hand-off rate of NRT portable) increases, the handoff call arrival rate becomes smaller than the hand-off call departure rate. Therefore, the new-call and hand-off blocking probabilities of both classes of traffic and the average waiting time of NRT traffic decrease as RT or NRT increases. For the hot cell, Fig. 5 shows that the new-call and hand-off blocking probabilities of both classes of traffic and the average waiting time of NRT traffic increase as the mobility of RT portable increases. In the hot cell, as RT increases, the hand-off call arrival rate becomes larger than the hand-off call departure rate. As a result, the new-call and hand-off blocking probabilities of both classes of traffic and the average waiting time of NRT traffic increase as RT increases.
Consider the effect of the mobility of NRT portable on the network performance of hot cell. For the hot cell, Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b show that the new-call and hand-off blocking probabilities of RT traffic increase as the mobility of NRT portable increases. As NRT increases, the hand-off arrival rate of NRT traffic increases, resulting in the associated increase in the contending traffic and, hence, increases in the new-call and hand-off blocking probabilities of RT traffic. Fig. 5c shows that the new-call blocking probability of NRT traffic increases as the mobility of NRT portable increases. Similarly, as NRT increases the contending traffic increases, resulting in the associated increase in the new-call blocking probability of NRT traffic.
Unlike Fig. 5a, Fig. 5b, and Fig. 5c , we observe from Fig. 5d that the hand-off blocking probability of NRT traffic decreases as NRT increases under smaller mobility of NRT portable, say NRT =" NRT < 0:5, and increases as NRT increases under larger mobility of NRT portable, say NRT =" NRT > 0:5. This phenomenon can be inferred from the following facts. Since NRT traffic can be queued in a buffer should legitimate channels be busy, the hand-off blocking probability of NRT traffic highly depends on the buffer occupancy times and the effective offered load (newly admitted plus hand-off arrivals). As NRT increases, the hot cell experiences smaller buffer occupancy times where the effective offered load is about the same (when NRT is below a certain value). For the same offered load, the hand-off blocking probability of NRT traffic decreases as the buffer occupancy times decrease. On the other hand, as NRT increases, the hand-off arrival rate of NRT traffic increases, resulting in the associated increase in the effective offered load. Thus, when NRT is beyond a certain value, the hand-off blocking probability of NRT traffic increases as NRT increases. Fig. 5e shows that the average waiting time of NRT traffic decreases as the mobility of NRT portable increases. This phenomenon is due to the fact that, as NRT increases, the buffer occupancy times decrease, resulting in the associated decrease in the average waiting time of NRT traffic.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposed a distributed call admission algorithm for a heterogeneous PCS network supporting two classes of traffic. In addition, we presented an analytical model for the network using the proposed algorithm. With our model, the network performance based on the movable-boundary scheme and the impact of hot-spot traffic in a heterogeneous PCS network can be effectively analyzed. According to the numerical results, we observed the following:
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